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Core formation is the main differentiation event in the history of a planet. However, the chemical
composition of planetary cores and the physicochemical conditions prevailing during core formation
remain poorly understood. The asteroid 4-Vesta is the smallest extant planetary body known to have
differentiated a metallic core. Howardite, Eucrite, Diogenite (HED) meteorites, which are thought to
sample 4-Vesta, provide us with an opportunity to study core formation in planetary embryos.
Partitioning of elements between the core and mantle of a planet fractionates their isotopes
according to formation conditions. One such element, silicon, shows large isotopic fractionation between
metal and silicate, and its partitioning into a metallic core is only possible under very distinctive
conditions of pressure, oxygen fugacity and temperature. Therefore, the silicon isotope system is a
powerful tracer with which to study core formation in planetary bodies. Here we show through highprecision measurement of Si stable isotopes that HED meteorites are signiﬁcantly enriched in the heavier
isotopes compared to chondrites. This is consistent with the core of 4-Vesta containing at least 1 wt% of
Si, which in turn suggests that 4-Vesta's differentiation occurred under more reducing conditions
(ΔIW∼−4) than those previously suggested from analysis of the distribution of moderately siderophile
elements in HEDs.
& 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Knowledge of the chemical and isotopic compositions of a
planet's core is fundamental to understanding the conditions
(e.g. oxidation state, pressure, and temperature) prevailing during
core/mantle differentiation. In the absence of direct sampling, the
approach used to determine core composition has been to compare the composition of undifferentiated primitive meteorites
(chondrites) to samples representative of mantle material (e.g.
Allègre et al., 1995; McDonough, 2003; Georg et al., 2007; Moynier
et al., 2011), as well as to measure elemental partitioning between
metal and silicate phases under different physical conditions
(Wade and Wood, 2005; Ricolleau et al., 2011; Siebert et al., 2012).
In particular, silicon (Si) metal–silicate partitioning is very
sensitive to temperature, oxygen fugacity and pressure. It becomes
more siderophile with increasing temperature and pressure and
with decreasing oxygen fugacity (Kilburn and Wood, 1997;
Gessmann et al., 2001; Wade and Wood, 2005; Ricolleau et al.,
2011; Siebert et al., 2012). Furthermore, partitioning experiments
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(Shahar et al., 2009, 2011; Kempl et al., 2013), direct measurement
in meteorites (Ziegler et al., 2010) and ab initio calculations (Georg
et al., 2007) consistently show that, at equilibrium, metallic Si is
preferentially enriched in light Si isotopes compared to silicates.
A small but measureable heavy Si isotopic enrichment in the Bulk
Silicate Earth (BSE) compared to chondrites has been interpreted
as evidence for the incorporation of ∼4–7 wt% Si into the Earth's
core (Georg et al., 2007; Fitoussi et al., 2009; Savage et al., 2010;
Armytage et al., 2011), which is in good agreement with seismic
observations and elasticity models (Birch, 1964; Badro et al., 2007;
Antonangeli et al., 2010).
4-Vesta is the second largest main-belt asteroid and is the only
known intact asteroid thought to have differentiated a metallic core
(Russell et al., 2012). The Howardite, Eucrite, Diogenite (HED) meteorites form a class of achondrites that, based on spectroscopic data, are
believed to sample the silicate portion of 4-Vesta (see De Sanctis et al.
(2012), for a recent review). In addition, HEDs are among the oldest
differentiated material in the Solar System, with crystallization ages of
∼1–3 Myr after CAI formation (Trinquier et al., 2008). Therefore, HED
meteorites provide us with a unique opportunity to study the early
stages of core formation in the Solar System.
The study of Si isotopes in HED meteorites has the potential to
provide an estimate of the abundance of Si in 4-Vesta's core.
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The sizes of 4-Vesta and its core are now well known due to the
results from NASA's recent Dawn mission (Russell et al., 2012), so a
precise range of pressures and temperatures for the core boundary
metal–silicate equilibrium can be estimated. Therefore, the abundance of Si in 4-Vesta's core can be used to calculate the oxygen
fugacity prevailing during core formation. To date, however, there
are very few Si isotopic analyses of HED samples (Fitoussi et al.,
2009; Chakrabarti and Jacobsen, 2010; Armytage et al., 2011;
Zambardi, 2011). On average, these studies report a hint of
enrichment in the heavier Si isotopes in HEDs compared to
chondrites, but such variations are within analytical error, and
on this basis no ﬁrm conclusions on the composition of 4-Vesta's
core can be made.
Here we use an innovative analytical approach to report highprecision Si isotope data in HEDs, Martian meteorites and chondrites. We use the Si isotopic offset between HEDs and chondrites
to quantify the abundance of Si in the core of 4-Vesta. Using
models of Si partitioning between metal and silicate, we calculate
the redox conditions during core formation on 4-Vesta.

Fig. 1. Three-isotope plot of δ29Si vs. δ30Si. All data fall within error ( 7 2 se) of the
calculated mass-dependent equilibrium (dashed line, slope 0.5178) and kinetic
(solid line, slope 0.5092) fractionation lines.

2. Samples and analytical methods
Eucrites are basaltic rocks that display magmatic textures and
chemical compositions indicating formation as lava ﬂows or intrusions. Diogenites are orthopyroxene-rich cumulates that formed in
a plutonic environment. Commonly, diogenites and eucrites also
record impact events, and therefore are usually breccias consisting
of a mixture of crystal debris and rock fragments. Howardites are
complex breccias made of a mixture of diogenitic and eucritic
debris (Barrat et al., 2010). In this study we have measured the Si
isotopic composition of two howardites, nine eucrites, and three
diogenites. Six Martian meteorites were also studied: three nakhlites, two shergotites, and the orthopyroxenite Allan Hills 84001.
In addition, we have analyzed the carbonaceous chondrites Cold
Bokkeveld (CM2) and Allende (CV3).
The analytical methods used in this manuscript are similar to
those described in our previous Si isotope paper, for which
extensive tests were performed (Savage and Moynier, 2013).
Samples were dissolved following the HF-free alkali fusion technique described by Georg et al. (2006). Approximately 0.5 g of
meteorite was crushed in an agate mortar to ensure sample
homogeneity, of which ∼10 mg of powdered sample and
∼200 mg analytical grade NaOH ﬂux were weighed into a silver
crucible made of 99.99% pure Ag sheet and heated in a mufﬂe
furnace at 720 1C for 12 min. After cooling slightly, the crucible
was immersed in 20 mL of MilliQ H2O in a PTFE vial and left to
equilibrate overnight. Following equilibration, the capped PTFE
vial was placed in an ultrasonic bath for 60 min to agitate the
fusion cake. The sample solution was then transferred into a precleaned polypropylene bottle, diluted with MilliQ H2O to yield a
ﬁnal solution concentration of ∼20 ppm Si and acidiﬁed to 1% v/v
HNO3.
All samples and standards were puriﬁed through an ion
exchange chromatography procedure using BioRad AG50 X-12
(200–400 mesh) cation exchange resin, also described in Georg
et al. (2006). Because Si exists in solution as non-ionic or anionic
species at low pH, it is not retained by the resin and is therefore
effectively separated from cationic matrix elements and quantitatively eluted immediately after loading using MilliQ H2O. Sample
column loads were calculated to result in a ﬁnal Si concentration
of 3.0 ppm following column chemistry. After puriﬁcation, each
sample was acidiﬁed to 1% v/v HNO3.
Silicon isotope measurements were made on a Thermo Scientiﬁc Neptune Plus Multi-Collector Inductively-Coupled-Plasma
Mass-Spectrometer (MC-ICP-MS) at Washington University in

St. Louis, operating at medium resolution. Isotope measurements
were calculated using standard-sample bracketing to correct for
any instrumental drift over time. The quartz sand standard NBS28
(NIST RM8546) and the carbonaceous chondrites Cold Bokkeveld
and Allende were all used as bracketing standards to obtain
measurements during separate analytical sessions. Silicon isotope
variations are deﬁned in per mil units (‰) using the delta notation
relative to a bracketing standard:
" x 28
#
ð Si= SiÞsample
δx Si ¼ x 28
−1  1000
ð Si= SiÞstandard
where x ¼29 or 30. In a δ29Si vs. δ30Si plot (Fig. 1), all of the
samples bracketed by NBS28 measured in this study fall within
error of the calculated mass-dependent equilibrium (slope 0.5178)
and kinetic (slope 0.5092) fractionation lines, and to date no Si
isotope anomalies have been detected in bulk meteorites. Therefore, the remainder of the text discusses the Si isotopic data in
terms of δ30Si.
3. Results
Silicon isotope data relative to NBS28 as the bracketing standard are reported in Table 1 and Fig. 2. Both the 2 standard
deviation (2 sd) and 2 standard error (2 se) are provided in
Table 1; for comparison with previous Si isotope literature data
the errors discussed throughout the text are 2 se unless otherwise
speciﬁed.
To assess the reproducibility of the data, the isotopic composition of the well-characterized terrestrial basalt, BHVO-2, was
measured during each analytical session. Our BHVO-2 value of
δ30Si ¼−0.28 70.02‰ is in very good agreement with previously
published values (e.g. Abraham et al., 2008; Savage et al., 2010;
Armytage et al., 2011). The carbonaceous chondrite Allende was
measured as a secondary check for data accuracy during most
analytical sessions throughout this study, and the average value
(δ30Si ¼−0.497 0.02‰) is in agreement with recent literature data
(Armytage et al., 2011; Savage and Moynier, 2013). The Si isotope
average of the carbonaceous chondrites reported in Table 1
(δ30Si ¼−0.52 70.03‰) is consistent with the average value previously reported by Armytage et al. (2011); (δ30Si ¼−0.48 7
0.04‰). Finally, the average Si isotopic composition of the Martian
meteorites measured in this study (δ30Si ¼−0.48 70.03‰) is indistinguishable from chondrites and is consistent with previous
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Table 1
Silicon isotope data for terrestrial standard and meteorite samples relative to NBS28 as the bracketing standard.
Sample

Group

δ29Si

2 sda

2 seb

δ30Si

2 sd

2 se

nc

BHVO-2

Terrestrial basalt

 0.15

0.09

0.02

 0.28

0.12

0.02

26

Ordinary chondrites
Parnalleed

LL3.6

 0.24

0.08

0.03

 0.48

0.08

0.03

6

Carbonaceous chondrites
Allende
CV3
Cold Bokkeveldd
CM2
Murrayd
CM2
Average-carbonaceous chondrites

 0.25
 0.28
 0.29
 0.27

0.06
0.09
0.07
0.04

0.01
0.03
0.03
0.02

 0.49
 0.52
 0.54
 0.52

0.11
0.12
0.12
0.05

0.02
0.03
0.05
0.03

20
12
6
3

Martian meteorites
Sayh al Uhaymir 008
Los Angeles
Miller Range 03346
Lafayette
Nakhla
Allan Hills 84001
Average-Martian meteorites

Shergottite
Shergottite
Nakhlite
Nakhlite
Nakhlite
Orthopyroxenite

 0.25
 0.27
 0.25
 0.23
 0.23
 0.22
 0.24

0.06
0.05
0.07
0.07
0.05
0.04
0.04

0.02
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02

 0.51
 0.50
 0.52
 0.46
 0.44
 0.44
 0.48

0.11
0.08
0.11
0.11
0.12
0.11
0.07

0.04
0.03
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.03

7
6
6
6
6
6
6

HED meteorites
Kapoeta
Frankfort
Average-howardites

Howardite
Howardite

 0.25
 0.25
 0.25

0.06
0.09
0.00

0.02
0.04
0.00

 0.46
 0.52
 0.49

0.07
0.11
0.08

0.03
0.05
0.06

6
5
2

Serra de Magé
Petersburg
Cachari #1
Cachari #2
Cachari mean

Eucrite (cumulate)
Eucrite (polymict)
Eucrite-MGe (monomict)
Eucrite-MGe (monomict)

 0.21
 0.18
 0.17
 0.18
 0.17

0.07
0.06
0.04
0.03
0.00

0.03
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.00

 0.42
 0.34
 0.34
 0.39
 0.37

0.07
0.16
0.17
0.09
0.08

0.03
0.07
0.07
0.03
0.06

6
6
6
7
2

Camel Donga
Jonzac
Juvinas
Bouvante #1
Bouvante #2
Bouvante mean

Eucrite-MGe (monomict)
Eucrite-MGe (monomict)
Eucrite-MGe (monomict)
Eucrite-STf (monomict)
Eucrite-STf (monomict)

 0.20
 0.17
 0.24
 0.15
 0.22
 0.19

0.05
0.10
0.03
0.10
0.06
0.10

0.02
0.04
0.01
0.04
0.02
0.07

 0.38
 0.38
 0.50
 0.31
 0.45
 0.38

0.16
0.18
0.06
0.10
0.08
0.21

0.06
0.07
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.15

6
6
5
6
7
2

Stannern #1
Stannern #2
Stannern mean

Eucrite-STf (monomict)
Eucrite-STf (monimict)

 0.19
 0.23
 0.21

0.09
0.07
0.06

0.04
0.03
0.04

 0.37
 0.45
 0.41

0.16
0.06
0.11

0.07
0.03
0.08

6
5
2

Pomozdino
Average-eucrites

Eucrite-STf (cumulate)

 0.22
 0.20

0.04
0.04

0.02
0.01

 0.46
 0.40

0.09
0.10

0.04
0.03

5
9

Aioun el Atrouss
Tatahouine
Shalka

Diogenite (polymict)
Diogenite
Diogenite

 0.21
 0.24
 0.23

0.09
0.10
0.05

0.04
0.04
0.02

 0.43
 0.49
 0.48

0.16
0.17
0.14

0.06
0.07
0.06

6
6
6

Average-diogenites

 0.23

0.03

0.02

 0.47

0.07

0.04

3

Average-All HED

 0.21

0.05

0.01

 0.43

0.11

0.03

14

Average-eucrites and diogenites

 0.21

0.05

0.01

 0.42

0.10

0.03

12

a

2 sd ¼2  standard deviation.
2 se ¼2  standard deviation/√n.
n¼ number of measurements.
d
Data from Savage and Moynier (2013).
e
Eucrite (MG)¼ main group eucrite.
f
Eucrite (ST)¼ Stannern-trend eucrite.
b
c

studies (Armytage et al., 2011). The overall excellent agreement
between our data and previous literature data indicates that our
methods are robust and provide an accurate analysis of Si isotope
composition.
The average isotopic composition of all HED meteorites measured is δ30Si¼ -0.4370.03‰. It has been recently noted that
howardites contain chondrite debris (e.g. Janots et al., 2012); therefore, although it does not signiﬁcantly affect the value, howardites
have here been excluded from the HED meteorite average taken as
representative of the silicate portion of the HED parent body
(henceforth denoted δ30Si (BSV); δ30Si (BSV)¼ -0.4270.03‰). The
δ30Si of eucrites and diogenites reported here range from −0.34‰ to

−0.50‰ and −0.43‰ to −0.49‰, respectively. Although, on average,
eucrites are heavier with respect to Si isotopes than diogenites, both
sample sets are isotopically heavier than chondrites, and the smaller
range in the diogenite data may be due to the smaller number of
samples (n¼3) compared to eucrites (n¼9).
In order to directly measure the difference in Si isotopic
composition between HED meteorites and chondrites, the carbonaceous chondrites Cold Bokkeveld and Allende were each used as
bracketing standards in several separate measurement sessions;
these data are denoted δ30SiCB and δ30SiAllende, respectively, and are
presented in Table 2 and Fig. 3. This direct comparison between
HEDs and chondrites effectively eliminates a source of analytical
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Fig. 2. Silicon isotope data for chondrites, Martian meteorites and HED meteorites
relative to the bracketing standard NBS28 (error bars are two standard error). The
dotted line and light gray box represent the carbonaceous chondrite average (72 se).
The dashed line and dark gray box represent the Si isotopic composition of Bulk
Silicate Vesta (BSV), calculated as the eucrite and diogenite average (72 se).

error, making non-zero isotopic offsets easier to resolve; when
comparing data bracketed using the traditional NBS28 international
Si isotopic standard, the uncertainty is compounded because the
error is propagated. Since this is a non-traditional analytical
approach, two different chondrites (Cold Bokkeveld and Allende)
are used to ensure the method is robust and the data obtained are
consistent regardless of the speciﬁc bracketing chondrite.
As a check for accuracy, NBS28, BHVO-2 and other chondrites
(e.g. the CM2 Murray) were also processed through chemistry and
measured against carbonaceous chondrites. When bracketed by
Cold Bokkeveld, the average values for NBS28 and BHVO-2 are
δ30SiCB ¼0.59 70.02‰ and δ30SiCB ¼0.22 7 0.02‰ respectively;
these values are in agreement with the relative values obtained
by NBS28 bracketing. The Si isotopic compositions of the carbonaceous chondrites Allende and Murray are not resolvable from
Cold Bokkeveld, with an average value of δ30SiCB ¼−0.02 70.06‰.
The Martian meteorite data (average δ30SiCB ¼ 0.05 70.05‰) are
also indistinct from the chondrite bracketing standard.
In contrast, the Si isotope compositions of both eucrites and
diogenites are distinctly heavy with respect to carbonaceous
chondrites. When bracketed by Cold Bokkeveld, the eucrite
average is δ30SiCB ¼0.137 0.04‰ and the diogenite average is
δ30SiCB ¼0.11 70.11‰. Allende was also used as the bracketing
standard during a separate analytical session, yielding similar
results for both eucrites (average δ30SiAllende ¼0.12 70.03‰) and
diogenites (average δ30SiAllende ¼ 0.16 70.06‰). The combined
averages for eucrites and diogenites are δ30SiCB ¼ 0.12 70.05‰
and δ30SiAllende ¼0.13 7 0.03‰.

4. Discussion
4.1. Quantifying the Si isotopic offset between HEDs and chondrites
This study is the ﬁrst to note a resolvable difference in Si
isotope composition between Bulk Silicate 4-Vesta (BSV) and

carbonaceous chondrites. Although there was a hint of this in
previous studies (Armytage et al., 2011; Zambardi, 2011), prior
data were not able to resolve a difference within analytical error.
Relative to the traditional Si isotope bracketing standard NBS28,
we ﬁnd the difference between BSV and carbonaceous chondrites
(CC) to be Δ30SiBSV-CC ¼ 0.10 70.06‰ (1 standard deviation), where
Δ30SiBSV-CC ¼δ30Si (BSV)−δ30Si (carbonaceous chondrites).
In order to validate these results, representative samples of
HED meteorites, carbonaceous chondrites and Martian meteorites
were measured using carbonaceous chondrites as bracketing
standards. The chondrite bracketed Si isotope data are in very
good agreement with the data measured against NBS28 for both
standards and meteorite samples. For example, when bracketed by
NBS28, the terrestrial basalt standard BHVO-2 (δ30Si ¼ −0.28 7
0.02‰) is 0.24 per mil heavier than carbonaceous chondrites
(δ30Si ¼−0.52 70.03‰), which is in good agreement with the data
for BHVO-2 when bracketed by Cold Bokkeveld (δ30SiCB ¼0.22 7
0.02‰). Similarly, on average the 30Si/28Si ratios of eucrites and
diogenites are consistently ∼0.1‰ heavier than chondrites when
bracketed by either NBS28 or by a carbonaceous chondrite.
Furthermore, when considered on an individual basis, the
Si isotopic composition of all HED meteorites measured are heavier
than the bracketing chondrite, and the difference in all but one HED
is resolvable within 2 se. Therefore, we believe that there is a distinct
difference between the Si isotopic composition of BSV and carbonaceous chondrites. For subsequent calculations, the offset calculated from bracketing by NBS28, Δ30SiBSV-CC ¼0.1070.06‰ (1 sd), is
used to quantify this difference. We will now examine the possible
interpretations of the Si isotope offset between BSV and carbonaceous chondrites.
4.2. Assessing the possible causes of the heavy Si isotope enrichment
in HEDs
Igneous processes are a possible source of Si isotope fractionation in HED meteorites, as has been observed for Fe isotopes
(Wang et al., 2012). This is an unlikely explanation for the δ30Si
offset observed in HEDs since no isotopic fractionation has been
found in terrestrial or Martian basalts (Savage et al., 2010;
Armytage et al., 2011). If magmatic differentiation was the cause
of the heavy Si isotope enrichment in HEDs, eucrites should be
isotopically heavier than diogenites (Savage et al., 2011). However,
although they have different igneous origins, both diogenites and
eucrites have similar isotopic compositions as is especially evident
in the chondrite-bracketed data (see Table 2 and Fig. 3). Therefore,
this suggests that igneous processes do not account for the
Si isotope fractionation found in HEDs, and the Si isotopic
composition recorded in HED meteorites is representative of BSV.
Isotopic fractionation associated with evaporation is a mechanism that could potentially fractionate Si isotopes (e.g. Pahlevan
et al., 2011). During evaporation, lighter isotopes are preferentially
incorporated into the vapor phase, resulting in an isotopically
heavy residue. This volatile loss is proportional to the volatility of
an element and two elements with similar volatilities should show
similar isotopic fractionation. However, no isotopic fractionation
has been observed in HED meteorites for elements with volatilities
similar to Si. Silicon has a 50% condensation temperature (Tc) of
1310 K, which is comparable to Fe (50% Tc ¼1334 K) and Mg (50%
Tc ¼ 1336 K; Lodders, 2003). Neither Fe (Poitrasson et al., 2004;
Wang et al., 2012) nor Mg (Wiechert and Halliday, 2007) shows
isotopic variation between HED meteorites and chondrites consistent with evaporation. In addition, Li (50% Tc ¼1142 K), an
element that is more volatile than Si, does not display isotopic
variability due to evaporative processes in HED meteorites (Seitz
et al., 2007). Finally, although the Moon is depleted in volatile
elements relative to Earth, the average Si isotopic composition
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Table 2
Silicon isotope data for standards and meteorite samples relative to the carbonaceous chondrites Cold Bokkeveld and Allende as bracketing standards.
Sample

δ29SiCBa

2 sdb

2sec

δ30SiCB

2 sd

2 se

nd

NBS28

0.30

0.03

0.01

0.59

0.07

0.02

11

BHVO-2

0.11

0.06

0.02

0.22

0.06

0.02

8

0.01
 0.04
 0.02

0.06
0.03
0.07

0.02
0.01
0.05

0.01
 0.05
 0.02

0.09
0.05
0.09

0.03
0.02
0.06

12
6
2

Martian meteorites
Sayh al Uhaymir 008
Los Angeles
Miller Range 03346
Average-Martian meteorites

0.03
0.04
0.03
0.03

0.06
0.09
0.09
0.02

0.03
0.04
0.04
0.01

0.08
0.08
0.01
0.05

0.04
0.08
0.12
0.09

0.02
0.04
0.05
0.05

4
4
5
3

HED meteorites
Eucrites
Serra de Magé
Cachari #1
Juvinas
#1
Average-Eucrites

0.06
0.12
0.06
0.07
0.08

0.06
0.06
0.02
0.04
0.05

0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.03

0.10
0.19
0.12
0.11
0.13

0.10
0.18
0.08
0.10
0.08

0.04
0.05
0.03
0.03
0.04

Diogenites
Aioun el Atrouss
Tatahouine
Shalka
Average-diogenites

0.10
0.08
0.02
0.07

0.03
0.05
0.07
0.08

0.01
0.02
0.03
0.05

0.20
0.13
0.01
0.11

0.08
0.06
0.12
0.20

Average-eucrites and diogenites

0.07

0.06

0.02

0.12

0.13

Carbonaceous chondrites
Allende
Murray
Average-carbonaceous chondrites

a

29

δ29SiAllendee

2 sd

2 se

δ30SiAllendee

2 sd

2 se

n

6
12
6
10
4

0.06
0.10
0.03
0.05
0.06

0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.06

0.02
0.04
0.01
0.02
0.03

0.11
0.16
0.09
0.11
0.12

0.07
0.08
0.06
0.03
0.07

0.03
0.03
0.03
0.01
0.03

6
6
6
6
4

0.03
0.03
0.05
0.11

6
6
5
3

0.09
0.06

0.01
0.04

0.04
0.03

0.19
0.13

0.09
0.09

0.04
0.04

6
6

0.07

0.04

0.05

0.16

0.08

0.06

2

0.05

7

0.07

0.05

0.03

0.13

0.08

0.03

6

30

δ SiCB and δ SiCB are the Si isotope data relative to Cold Bokkeveld as the bracketing standard.
2 sd ¼ 2  standard deviation.
c
2 se¼ 2  standard deviation/√n.
d
n¼number of measurements.
e 29
δ SiAllende and δ30SiAllende are the Si isotope data relative to Allende as the bracketing standard.
b

of lunar samples is identical to the composition of the BSE
(Chakrabarti and Jacobsen, 2010; Armytage et al., 2012; Fitoussi
and Bourdon, 2012). Therefore, evaporation is an unlikely explanation for the difference between BSV and carbonaceous chondrites
in Si isotopes.
Theoretical calculations (Georg et al., 2007), metal-silicate
partitioning experiments (Shahar et al., 2009, 2011; Ziegler et al.,
2010), and empirical measurements (Ziegler et al., 2010; Savage
and Moynier, 2013) show that Si isotopes are fractionated during
metal–silicate equilibrium reactions, with the silicate enriched in
the heavier isotopes compared to the metal. These results, combined with the observation that the BSE is enriched in the heavier
isotopes of Si compared to chondrites, have been used as an
argument for Si as a light element in Earth's core.
The heavier Si isotopic composition of BSV compared to
carbonaceous chondrites is evidence for the incorporation of Si
into 4-Vesta's core. In contrast, the absence of resolvable isotopic
fractionation between Martian meteorites and chondrites is consistent with the absence of Si in the core of Mars. Based on the
measurement of Si isotope ratios in HED meteorites, and assuming
that the Si isotopic composition of bulk 4-Vesta is chondritic, the
amount of Si present in 4-Vesta's core can be estimated using
simple mass balance (Eq. (1)):

minimum value of Δ30SiBSV-CC ¼0.04, the calculated amount of Si in
4-Vesta's core is 1 wt% when the elemental abundance of Si in 4Vesta is considered to be equal to that of CI chondrites (10 wt% Si)
and is 1.7 wt% when the elemental abundance of Si in 4-Vesta is
considered to be equal to that of LL chondrites (18 wt% Si). CI
chondrites and LL chondrites are used as compositional endmembers of the possible precursor chondritic material that
accreted to form 4-Vesta. These results represent the ﬁrst evidence
of Si partitioning into 4-Vesta's core and have important implications for our knowledge of the conditions of core formation,
particularly oxygen fugacity.

Δ30 SiBSVCC ¼ εf core

log K Si ¼ a þ

ð1Þ

where fcore is the mass fraction of Si in 4-Vesta's core and ε is the
metal–silicate fractionation factor. For these calculations, we use
ε ¼7.45 70.41  106/T2 as estimated by Shahar et al. (2011) and
1800–2000 K as the range of possible temperatures during 4-Vesta's core formation (Righter and Drake, 1996, 1997).
The results of these calculations are presented in Table 3. For
example, at a temperature of 1800 K and using the conservative

4.3. Redox conditions during core formation on 4-Vesta
The reaction describing Si partitioning between metal and
silicate is
2Femetal+SiO2silicate ¼2FeOsilicate+Simetal

(2)

The equilibrium constant for this reaction, KSi, can be modeled
as a function of pressure, temperature and chemical composition
using Eq. (3) (see Wade and Wood, 2005; Ricolleau et al., 2011;
or Siebert et al., 2012 for details):
b cP
nbo
þ
þd
T
T
t

ð3Þ

where a, b, c, and d are regression constants, T is the temperature
in K, P is the pressure in GPa (ﬁxed at 4-Vesta's core boundary
pressure of 0.1 GPa), and nbo/t is the molar ratio of non-bridging
oxygen per tetrahedrally coordinated cations in the silicate melt,
which is calculated from the CI chondrite and LL chondrite bulk
composition models for 4-Vesta (Righter and Drake, 1997). The
constants a, b, c and d (−1.27, −11,396 K, 98 K/GPa and 0.236,
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effect is empirically taken into account in the d  nbo/t parameter
in Eq. (3).
By combining Eqs. (3) and (4), it is possible to calculate the
concentration of Si in the metal phase as a function of oxygen
fugacity, which is expressed as the deviation from the iron–wüstite
buffer, ΔIW ¼ 2log10 ðX silicate
=X metal
Þ, for various temperatures (see
FeO
Fe
Eq. (5) and Fig. 4).
log X metal
¼aþ
Si

γ metal
b cP
nbo
Si
þ
þd
−log X silicate
SiO2 −ΔIW−log metal 2
T
T
t
ðγ Fe Þ

ð5Þ

In order to have a Si concentration of ∼1 wt% in 4-Vesta's core,
these calculations require that the oxygen fugacity (fO2) during
core formation was  4.3 o ΔIWo  4.1. This is lower than the fO2
value (ΔIW∼  1) estimated for the time of formation of the
eucrites, which corresponds to the silicate differentiation of BSV
following core formation (Stolper, 1977). This suggests that 4-Vesta
accreted under relatively reducing conditions, intermediary
between conditions during enstatite chondrite formation
(ΔIW∼  5) and terrestrial accretion (ΔIW∼  2.5), and within a

Cold Bokkeveld bracketing

Allende bracketing

Fig. 3. Silicon isotope data for terrestrial standards, chondrites, Martian meteorites
and HED meteorites relative to the carbonaceous chondrites Cold Bokkeveld and
Allende as bracketing standards (error bars are 2 se). The dotted line and light gray
box represent the carbonaceous chondrite average with respect to Cold Bokkeveld
( 7 2 se). The dashed lines and dark gray boxes represent the Si isotopic composition of Bulk Silicate Vesta (BSV) relative to Cold Bokkeveld and Allende, calculated
as the eucrite and diogenite averages ( 7 2 se).

Table 3
Calculated wt% Si in 4-Vesta's core at possible core boundary temperatures. 4-Vesta's
core mass fraction is considered to be 0.18 of its total mass (Russell et al., 2012).
T
(K)

εa

Δ30SiBSV-CC
(‰)

fcoreb

Sic
(wt%)

Sid
(wt%)

1800
2000

2.30
1.86

0.04
0.04

0.017
0.021

1.0
1.2

1.7
2.1

a

ε is the metal–silicate fractionation factor, as given by Shahar et al. (2011).
Calculated fraction of Si in Vesta's core.
c
Calculated wt% Si of 4-Vesta's core assuming 4-Vesta has CI chondrite
composition (10 wt% Si).
d
Calculated wt% Si of 4-Vesta's core assuming 4-Vesta has LL chondrite
composition (18 wt% Si).
b

respectively) are obtained from a least-squares linear regression of
previously published Si metal silicate partitioning data (Ito et al.,
1995; Kilburn and Wood, 1997; Gessmann and Rubie, 1998; Wade
and Wood, 2001; Malavergne et al., 2007; Corgne et al., 2008;
Mann et al., 2009; Ricolleau et al., 2011).
In addition, log KSi can be expressed as
logK Si ¼ log

X metal
Si

þ 2log
silicate

X SiO2

X silicate
FeO
X metal
Fe

þ log

γ metal
Si
ðγ metal
Þ2
Fe

þ log

ðγ silicate
Þ2
FeO
γ silicate
SiO2

ð4Þ

where X ij (and γ ij ) are the molar fraction (and activity coefﬁcient) of
element or molecule j (Fe, FeO, Si, SiO2) in phase i (metal or
silicate). The CI chondrite and LL chondrite composition models of
Righter and Drake (1997) are used for the SiO2 fraction of BSV,
γ metal
is calculated according to the formalism developed by Ma,
Fe
2001 (see Corgne et al., 2009), and γ metal
is taken from Schlesinger
Si
and Xiang (2001). Finally, the last term (ratio of activity coefﬁcients in the silicate phase) in Eq. (4) is set equal to zero, since this

Fig. 4. Modeled Si content in the core of 4-Vesta as a function of fO2 relative to the
IW buffer for core formation temperatures of 1800 K and 2000 K with elemental Si
abundances in 4-Vesta modeled as (a) CI chondrite composition (10 wt% Si) and
(b) LL chondrite composition (18 wt% Si). The dashed gray tie-lines represent wt%
of Si in 4-Vesta's core and the corresponding fO2 required by Eq. (5) for each
temperature curve.
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few million years the fO2 of BSV increased by ∼3ΔIW log units. This
scenario satisﬁes current planetary formation models (e.g. Walsh
et al., 2011) involving an inward then outward migration of
materials very early in Solar System history. Our results suggest
that 4-Vesta accreted from reduced volatile-poor materials much
closer to the Sun and later moved outwards to its present location.
Late accretion of more oxidized materials along with selfoxidation of BSV as a consequence of Si migrating into the core
(Wade and Wood, 2005) could explain the increase in the fO2 of
BSV and would also explain the over-abundance of highly siderophile elements present in diogenites (Day et al., 2012).
Finally, the discrepancy between the oxygen fugacity during 4Vesta's core formation estimated from the Si isotopic composition
of BSV (ΔIW∼−4) and from moderately siderophile element (MSE)
partitioning (ΔIW∼−2; Righter and Drake, 1997) requires explanation. Based on the abundances of highly siderophile elements
measured in diogenites, it has been recently proposed that up to
0.5–1.5% of 4-Vesta's mass comes from late-accreted (post–core
formation) chondritic material (Day et al., 2012). Day et al. (2012)
did not measure MSE abundances in HEDs, but the addition of
chondritic material after core formation would certainly enrich
4-Vesta in such elements; in contrast, the addition of a small
amount of chondritic Si would not signiﬁcantly affect the Si
isotopic composition of BSV. To determine the effect of core
formation on MSE abundances in the silicate portion of 4-Vesta,
the late-accreted chondritic component must be subtracted from
the current models of MSE abundances in BSV. Hence the effective
metal–silicate partition coefﬁcients for MSEs during core formation on 4-Vesta is necessarily higher than previously thought.
This natural increase in the effective metal–silicate partition
coefﬁcients of MSEs implies that these elements partitioned more
strongly into 4-Vesta's core, and therefore the fO2 at the time of
core formation was necessarily lower than the fO2 obtained without taking into account the MSE contribution from late-accretion.
The exact magnitude of this correction depends on the mass of
late-accreted material, which has still to be estimated through
high-precision measurements of MSE abundances in eucrites and
diogenites.

5. Conclusions
There is a resolvable Si isotope difference between HED
meteorites and chondrites. The HED meteorite data are distinctly
heavier than carbonaceous chondrites, with an average difference
of Δ30SiBSV-CC ¼ 0.10 70.06‰ (1 sd). Incorporation of Si as a light
element into 4-Vesta's core is the most likely explanation for the
heavier Si isotopic composition of HED meteorites. Based on these
data, 4-Vesta's core contains ∼1 wt% Si. In agreement with previous studies, we ﬁnd that the Martian meteorite Si isotope data
are not resolvable from chondrites, suggesting the absence of Si in
Mars' core.
The incorporation of Si into 4-Vesta's core has implications for
the conditions prevalent during core formation, particularly oxygen fugacity. Thermodynamic calculations indicate an oxygen
fugacity during 4-Vesta's core formation of  4.3 oΔIW o  4.1,
which is lower than the redox state previously calculated for HED
meteorite formation. These results imply that 4-Vesta accreted and
differentiated a core under relatively reducing conditions and
subsequently accreted a late veneer of chondritic material.
This work illustrates the important potential of Si isotopes as
tracers of core formation processes in differentiated planetary
bodies. As more remote sensing data is acquired on a wider range
of asteroids, and the parent bodies of additional achondrite
meteorite samples are identiﬁed, future work on the redox
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conditions prevalent during core formation in asteroids will be
possible.
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